Summary of Responses to Information Request
The enclosed flash drive includes documents in response to your March 23, 2017 inquiry
for information regarding Trump Administration appointees’ ongoing efforts to comply with the
President's "Executive Order on Ethics Commitments by Executive Branch Appointees" and
other ethical standards of conduct for federal employees.
Documents are sorted by topic, with a descriptive Table of Contents for the material in
each grouping. The following generally describes the categories of documents contained in the
flash drive:
1. Guidance for Presidential Transition Team and Incoming Nominees:
OGE’s role in assisting the President in nominating top-level executive branch
officials is particularly important during the transition period following a
Presidential election. The nation is vulnerable to a variety of risks, including risks
associated with national security and natural disasters, during a Presidential
transition when leadership is transferred and nearly all political positions are
vacant. For this reason, the processing of Presidential nominations must be
accomplished as efficiently as possible. OGE plays a vital role in this process by
ensuring that PAS nominees are free of financial conflicts of interest.
In preparation for a Presidential transition and to assist in a smooth transition to a
new administration, OGE created guidance for the Presidential transition team
and for nominees, respectively. These guidance documents explain the financial
disclosure aspects of the nomination process; direct nominees to relevant
resources, including Integrity and its related training materials for electronically
filing their reports; provide an overview of the executive branch’s ethics rules;
and provide contact information for agency ethics officials.
2. Communications:
For your convenience, OGE is providing pertinent documents from its Freedom of
Information Act Electronic Reading Room. These documents contain
communications between OGE and the White House, the Presidential Transition
Team, and representatives for Jared Kushner and Ivanka Trump, as well as other
pertinent communications.
3. Summary of Transition Training, Materials, and Services Provided or Offered by OGE:
These documents detail OGE’s efforts and communications with the Presidentelect’s Transition Team, including a summary of transition training, materials,
and services provided or offered by OGE.

4. Congressional Correspondence:
Through formal correspondence to Congress, OGE communicates its substantive
views on legislative proposals, transmits its own legislative proposals, responds to
written congressional inquiries, and transmits performance and other required
information.

Guidance for Presidential Transition Team and Incoming Nominees –
Table of Contents
1. OGE Role in the Presidential Transition
The law requires OGE to review the financial disclosure reports of most Presidential
nominees for civilian positions requiring Senate confirmation. OGE reviews these reports
for potential conflicts of interest and for compliance with disclosure requirements. OGE’s
efforts to resolve potential conflicts help ensure that nominees will be able to perform the
duties of their positions.
2. OGE Guide for the Presidential Transition Team
The work of a Presidential transition is a monumental undertaking. OGE developed this
Guide as a resource for the Presidential Transition Team to prepare for the upcoming
transition so that top leadership positions can be filled quickly and free from conflicts of
interest. This guide explains the nominee ethics process, provides strategies for
establishing a strong ethical culture in the new Presidential administration, and includes
useful reference materials.
3. OGE Guide for Nominees
OGE developed this Guide as a resource for potential Presidentially appointed, Senate
confirmed (PAS) nominees during the upcoming transition. The Guide contains helpful
guidance for incoming PAS nominees including an introduction to the nominee process,
guidance on financial disclosure, and an overview of key ethics rules and regulations.
4. OGE Appendix to the Guide for Nominees
The Appendix to the Guide for Nominees contains detailed reference content, such as
financial disclosure checklists, criteria for identifying excepted investment funds, and
information on ongoing financial disclosure obligations.
5. (Unofficial) Excel workbook listing positions for which OGE reviews nominees
The official source for identifying political positions in the executive branch is the
publication titled, “United States Government Policy and Supporting Positions.” This
publication, commonly known as the Plum Book, is published alternately by the Senate
and the House committees after each Presidential election. However, the Presidential
transition Team will need to begin identifying possible nominees well before the election.
To assist in this process, OGE has compiled an unofficial Excel workbook listing the
civilian Presidentially appointed, Senate confirmed positions traditionally subject to
OGE’s review in the nomination process.

6. Ways OGE Can Help in the Presidential Transition (1page graphic)
OGE is ready to assist the Presidential Transition Team in navigating the transition and
laying the groundwork for a strong ethical culture in the new administration. OGE is also
ready to assist in establishing a strong White House ethics program.
7. OGE Public Financial Disclosure Guide
The Public Financial Disclosure Guide is an interactive tool to assist individuals who file
or review public financial disclosure reports (OGE Form 278e or OGE Form 278T). The
Guide offers helpful instructions, illustrations of sample language, definitions of terms,
and plain language answers to frequently asked questions.
8. OGE Nominee Ethics Agreement Guide
The ethics agreement outlines specific steps a nominee will take to avoid conflicts of
interest. OGE’s staff and agency ethics officials draft each ethics agreement using
standardized language from this Guide that will be modified as needed to tailor the
agreement to the nominee’s unique circumstances.
9. Nominee Public Financial Disclosure Review Checklists
OGE developed this collection of public financial disclosure checklists for incoming
Presidential nominees who file public financial disclosure reports, as well as for agency
reviewers. The collection includes a general checklist applicable to all nominees and
supplemental checklists that target incoming attorneys; corporate officers, employees,
and directors; university professors and deans; and investment fund managers.
10. OGE Electronic Public Financial Disclosure Filing System, Integrity
Presidential nominees in the executive branch file public financial disclosure reports
through Integrity, the executive branch electronic financial disclosure system. The online
user manual for Integrity provides useful explanations of the system’s features. A user
name and password is required to access both Integrity and its user manual.
11. Presidential, Vice Presidential, Appointee, and Nominee Records
This page is used to access the public financial disclosure reports of the President and
Vice President, Presidential and Vice Presidential candidates, and others whose reports
are required to be certified by OGE. Copies of ethics agreements may also be accessed
using this page.
12. The theme of OGE 2016 National Government Ethics Summit: Presidential Transition
The National Government Ethics Summit held this spring kicked off OGE’s efforts to
ensure that the more than 4,500 ethics officials throughout the executive branch are

prepared to help facilitate a smooth transition between Presidential administrations.
Follow this link and the links below for more information on OGE’s 2016 National
Government Ethics Summit and other Presidential Transition readiness efforts.
13. Materials from the 2016 National Government Ethics Summit on the Presidential Transition
(March 8-10, 2016)
Agenda for the full-day Symposium on Nominee Financial Disclosure in a Transition
Video: Replay of selected session from the 2016 National Government Ethics Summit
OGE and Agency Ethics Officials Train for Post-Election Readiness
Video: Transition Readiness Series
14. OGE Form 278 (Public Financial Disclosure Report) and OGE Form 450 (Confidential
Financial Disclosure Report)
Follow this link for access to OGE’s financial disclosure forms and instructions for
downloading the forms.
15. OGE Senior Leadership
Follow this link to learn more about OGE’s Senior Leadership.
16. OGE Staff Contact Information
Follow this link for an OGE staff listing and contact information.
17. OGE Agency Profile
This profile provides an overview of the executive branch ethics program and OGE. It
also includes detailed information about OGE’s leadership, structure, and components;
major functional areas; and critical management practices.

Communications – Table of Contents

1. Communications regarding a White House staffer from February 8, 2017, through
February 14, 2017
2. Public Comments regarding a White House staffer from February 9, 2017, through
February 14, 2017
3. Written communications between OGE and the campaign-transition staff of President Elect
Donald J. Trump from January 2015 to December 15, 2016
3a. Additional communications between OGE and the campaign-transition
staff of President Elect Donald J. Trump from January 2015 to December 15, 2016
3b. Additional records of communications between OGE and Don McGahn
3c. Additional records of communications with transition staff through January 23, 2017
3d. Additional communications with transition staff and among OGE employees through
January 23, 2017
4. Ethics Law and Policy Branch emails that contain the word "Trump" from November 8 to
December 22, 2016
5. Communications between OGE and representatives for Jared Kushner or Ivanka Trump
through January 18, 2017
5a. Additional communications between OGE and representatives for Jared Kushner
through February 1, 2017
6. Letter correspondence from Congressional Offices from January 1, 2016 to December 6, 2016
6a. Congressional Letter Correspondence from November 20, 2016 to January 17, 2017
6b. Additional Congressional Correspondence for January 9, 2017
6c. Additional Congressional Correspondence through January 19, 2017
6d. Correspondence among OGE staff and with Chairman Chaffetz's staff regarding the
scheduling of meetings from November 1, 2016 to January 17, 2017
6e. Records of Communications between OGE staff and HOGR staff from November 1,
2016, through February 8, 2017
7. Communications Between OGE and Presidential Campaigns

8. Ethics Advice Memos for December 2016 through February 7, 2017
9. Power Point Presentation for In-Person Briefing of Campaigns
10. Power Point Presentation for In-Person Briefing of Campaigns (early August)
11a. Handout for In-Person Meeting with Don McGahn
11b. PowerPoint for In-Person Meeting with Don McGahn
12. Power Point for Campaigns and Joint Event
13a. Email with Transition Team
13b. Email with Transition Team
13c. Email with Transition Team
13d. Email with Transition Team
13e. Email with Transition Team
13f. Email with Transition Team
13g. Email with Transition Team
13h. Email with Transition Team
13i. Email with Transition Team
13j. Email with Transition Team
13k. Email with Transition Team

January 16, 2017

The Honorable Jason Chaffetz
Chairman
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
United States House of Representatives
2157 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Chairman Chaffetz:
In a letter dated January 12, 2017, you requested that I attend a transcribed interview with
your Committee staff to answer questions about the role of the U.S. Office of Government Ethics
(OGE). Over the weekend, your office modified your original request and proposed a private
meeting with you and the Ranking Member and your respective staffs to take place on
January 23. Through staff, I requested that meeting be open to the public. I recently received
word from your Chief of Staff that you are not able to accommodate that request. I write to ask
you to reconsider. Allowing the public to attend our meeting—or, at the very least, to view it
through live broadcast or the attendance of the news media—would ensure transparency and
educate the public about how OGE guards the executive branch against conflicts of interest.
As you know, I have devoted most of my career to government ethics. I believe
passionately that ethics matters and that if Americans do not have confidence that their
government leaders’ decisions are free from conflicts, the integrity of our government suffers.
I have had the honor of helping thousands of officials from both parties ensure that their work is
free from any conflicts of interest. In recent weeks, I have spoken publicly about my concerns
about the President Elect’s current plan to not divest—as well as to applaud some of his
nominees’ ethics agreements, such as Rex Tillerson’s. My remarks were intended to educate the
public about the shortcomings of the President Elect’s current plan and made in the hopes of
persuading him to make adjustments that will resolve his conflicts of interest. I believe these
remarks to be in line with OGE’s mission.
OGE is an independent agency that aims to prevent conflicts of interest in the executive
branch. A core function of OGE is to educate the public about government ethics and “promote
transparency of the executive branch ethics program by raising the visibility of the ethics
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program and OGE, and by ensuring that ethics information is publicly available.” 1 Since the
election, there has been significant public interest in OGE and government ethics issues. Our
office has received an unprecedented volume of telephone calls, emails, and letters from
members of the public related to our executive branch ethics program. As these communications
make clear, the public wants to understand conflicts of interest in government and the role that
OGE plays in preventing conflicts from hindering effective governance. Holding our meeting in
public is in accordance with OGE’s educational function and will further ensure transparency in
how we approach ethical governance.
Although I am willing to attend a private meeting if you insist, I am hopeful that you will
agree that a public meeting is preferable. If a different date would allow for a public meeting,
I would be happy to discuss alternative dates with you or your staff.
Sincerely,

Walter M. Shaub, Jr.
Director

cc.

1

The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings
Ranking Member
Committee on Oversight and Govenunent Reform
United States House of Representatives
2471 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

See https://www.oge.gov/web/oge.nsf/Mission%20and%20Responsibilities; see also, e.g., 5 C.F.R.
§ 2638.108(a)(16) (“The Office of Government Ethics conducts outreach to inform the public of matters
related to the executive branch ethics program.”).

January 17, 2017

The Honorable Thomas R. Carper
Ranking Member
Committee on Environment and
Public Works
United States Senate
456 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510
The Honorable Benjamin L. Cardin
United States Senator
509 Hart Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510
The Honorable Bernard Sanders
United States Senator
332 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510
The Honorable Sheldon Whitehouse
United States Senator
530 Hart Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510

The Honorable Kirsten Gillibrand
United States Senator
478 Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510
The Honorable Cory A. Booker
United States Senator
359 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510
The Honorable Edward Markey
United States Senator
255 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510
The Honorable Tammy Duckworth
United States Senator
SD-G12 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510

The Honorable Jeff Merkley
United States Senator
313 Hart Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Ranking Member Carper and Senators Cardin, Sanders, Whitehouse, Merkley, Gillibrand,
Booker, Markey, and Duckworth:
This responds to your letter of January 12, 2017, requesting specific information
regarding the ethics review of a named individual who has been announced as an intended
nominee of the President-elect. The U.S. Office of Government Ethics (OGE) generally avoids
providing information about individual nominees, but believes that the information regarding the
nominee financial disclosure process provided below is responsive to your request.
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It is necessary to avoid formally sharing information regarding OGE’s work on individual
nominations whenever releasing such information could undermine the purposes of the nominee
ethics review process. As described below, preclearing a nominee financial disclosure report
involves an extensive deliberative process between OGE, the nominee, and agency ethics
officials. Accordingly, OGE adheres to this nondisclosure practice as closely as possible,
particularly if other information may satisfy the interests underlying the request.
In this instance, additional information about OGE’s work and the nomination process is
provided below to address the concerns underlying your request. As explained below, if OGE
has transmitted a certified financial disclosure report and an ethics agreement to the Senate, it
means that OGE is satisfied that all financial conflicts of interest have been identified and
resolved. Note that OGE is focused on financial conflicts of interest and not on what might be
described as “intellectual conflicts of interest” or the political viewpoints of nominees, which are
often the subject of media and public scrutiny of nominees but which are outside the scope of
OGE’s review. OGE’s determination is based on the information contained in the report, the
agency’s advice regarding possible financial conflicts of interest, and whether the report
complies with the Ethics in Government Act and government ethics regulations, all in light of the
agency’s functions and the nominee’s proposed duties.
A nominee submits a draft public financial disclosure report (OGE Form 278e) through
OGE’s electronic filing system (Integrity). Ethics officials review the draft financial disclosure
report, ask follow-up questions, and provide instructions for revising the report. Multiple rounds
of questions and revisions are almost always exchanged before a report meets the complex
disclosure requirements of the Ethics in Government Act.
We note that the disclosure requirements of the OGE Form 278e are dictated by the
Ethics in Government Act. 1 Moreover, as your letter correctly stated, OGE’s ethics review
focuses on a nominee’s personal financial interests, not a nominee’s history of political
solicitations and activity. Your letter asked about reportable positions and “affiliations.”
Nominees are required to report certain positions held, during the current calendar year and
during the two-year period preceding such calendar year, as an officer, director, trustee, partner,
proprietor, representative, employee, or consultant of any corporation, company, firm,
partnership, or other business enterprise, any nonprofit organization, any labor organization, or
any educational or other institution other than the United States. 2 They are not, however,
required to report positions held in any religious, social, fraternal, or political entity or any
positions solely of an honorary nature. 3 OGE’s view is that a position with a political action
committee, for example, qualifies for this exclusion from disclosure by virtue of being political
in nature.
The exclusion does not extend, however, to earned income from an excluded position,
which must be disclosed in Part 2 of the OGE Form 278e. Nominees must report salaries, fees,
commissions, wages, and any other compensation for personal services (other than from

1

See 5 U.S.C. app. § 102.
See 5 U.S.C. app. § 102(a)(6)(A).
3
See id.
2
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United States Government employment) in excess of $200 from any one source, including
income from positions that need not be reported in Part 1 of the OGE Form 278e. 4
Your letter also asked about reportable gifts. Nominees are not required to complete the
portion of the report that covers gifts and travel reimbursements. 5
Each nominee is legally responsible for ensuring that the information he or she reports is
“true, complete and correct.” 6 The financial disclosure system does not require or authorize
either OGE or agency ethics officials to independently investigate or verify the information that a
nominee reports; however, OGE and agency ethics officials recognize that the reporting
requirements are complex and work diligently to help each nominee to fully comply with the
requirements based on the information the nominee provides. OGE and agency ethics officials
review a nominee’s report for internal inconsistencies and self-evident omissions. OGE staff also
asks extensive questions that lead to more complete reporting.
For this work, OGE’s staff draws on decades of collective experience in reviewing
financial disclosure reports to help filers to identify the types of assets, positions, and liabilities
that filers commonly overlook or forget to report. Examples of the types of items that OGE staff
discusses with filers are found in sample checklists on OGE’s website. 7 Multiple rounds of
questions and revisions are usually needed before a nominee’s report can be finalized. This back
and forth process can take weeks or, in the case of extremely wealthy individuals, sometimes
months. Through focused effort, OGE and agency ethics officials help nominees complete their
reports as quickly as possible without sacrificing quality.
Once the nominee confirms that the report contains all of his or her legally reportable
information, as a result of the revisions discussed above, OGE and agency ethics officials
analyze the information contained in the report to identify potential conflicts of interest with the
duties of the position for which the individual is being nominated. OGE and agency ethics
officials then work together to prepare an ethics agreement. The ethics agreement outlines the
specific steps a nominee will take to avoid the identified conflicts of interest and ensures that the
nominee will be able to carry out his or her duties as a Presidential appointee. OGE and agency
ethics officials draft each ethics agreement using standardized language from OGE’s ethics
agreement guide, which is tailored to the nominee’s unique circumstances. 8 The nominee must
agree to take the steps outlined in the agreement to resolve his or her conflicts of interest; for
example, resignation of positions, divestiture of holdings, or recusal.
When the nominee has confirmed that the report is “true, complete and correct” and has
agreed to take the steps outlined in the ethics agreement to resolve the identified conflicts of
interest, OGE can begin to finalize its work. OGE ensures that it is satisfied that the report is
4

See 5 C.F.R. § 2634.302(a)(1).
See 5 C.F.R. § 2634.304(c).
6
Public financial disclosure report filers must make the following certification: “I certify that the statements that I have made in
this report are true, complete and correct to the best of my knowledge.” See OGE Form 278e, at 1.
7
These checklists are available online at
https://www.oge.gov/Web/OGE nsf/0/BC975C546E68A21C852580560045BE83/$FILE/Financial%20Disclosure%20Checklists.
pdf.
8
The OGE PAS Nominee Ethics Agreement Guide is available online at
https://www.oge.gov/Web/oge.nsf/Resources/PAS+Nominee+Ethics+Agreement+Guide+(MS+Word).
5
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complete and the ethics agreement has resolved all ethics issues. OGE then preclears the report
(i.e., provides staff-level assurance that it is cleared for certification by OGE’s Director). After
OGE has precleared the report, the nominee must log back into the electronic filing system and
formally file the report by certifying that the information in the finalized report is correct. Ethics
officials at the agency to which the nominee is being nominated then review the report. If they
are satisfied with the report, they certify the report and send it to OGE with an opinion indicating
that all conflicts of interest have been resolved. Next, OGE reviews the report for final
certification, certifies the report, and transmits both the report and the ethics agreement to the
Senate.
Your letter asked whether there are “other avenues” that will require the nominee to
disclose additional information to the Designated Agency Ethics Official (DAEO), if confirmed.
When OGE certifies a report, it means that both the DAEO and OGE are satisfied that all
potential conflicts of interest apparent at the present time have been identified and addressed.
However, the nominee financial disclosure report is a snapshot in time. If confirmed, the
nominee, after becoming an appointee, is subject to periodic transaction, annual, and termination
financial disclosure reporting requirements. 9
In addition, promptly after appointment, the nominee—now an appointee—must
complete an initial ethics briefing. The initial ethics briefing must include the following
content: 10
(1) If the individual acquired new financial interests reportable
under section 102 of the [Ethics in Government] Act after filing
the nominee financial disclosure report, the agency ethics official
must appropriately address the potential for conflicts of interest
arising from those financial interests.
(2) The agency ethics official must counsel the individual on
the basic recusal obligation under 18 U.S.C. 208(a).
(3) The agency ethics official must explain the recusal
obligations and other commitments addressed in the individual's
ethics agreement and ensure that the individual understands what is
specifically required in order to comply with each of them,
including any deadline for compliance. The ethics official and the
individual must establish a process by which the recusals will be
achieved, which may consist of a screening arrangement or, when
the DAEO deems appropriate, vigilance on the part of the
individual with regard to recusal obligations as they arise in
particular matters.

9

See 5 U.S.C. app. §§ 101(d), 101(e), 103(l).
5 C.F.R. § 2638.305(f) (2017). The recently updated regulations at 5 C.F.R. part 2638 are not yet in print but are available
online at http://www.ecfr.gov/cgibin/retrieveECFR?gp=&SID=c8d1bb7d7982feb93026d4806f7f436b&r=PART&n=5y3.0.10.10.11#se5.3.2638 1305.
10
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(4) The agency ethics official must provide the individual with
instructions and the deadline for completing initial ethics training,
unless the individual completes the initial ethics training either
before or during the ethics briefing.
In addition, the nominee must complete new employee ethics training and, later, annual ethics
training. 11 An appointee must also demonstrate compliance with the ethics agreement signed as
part of the nomination process. The DAEO works closely with the appointee to ensure full
compliance. 12 OGE tracks ethics agreement compliance by requiring the DAEO to notify OGE
when compliance efforts are complete. Finally, an appointee has an ongoing obligation to
comply with ethics statutes and regulations, including the criminal conflict-of-interest laws, the
Ethics in Government Act, and the Standards of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the Executive
Branch.
In other words, even if a nominee has fully complied with the requirements of the
nominee financial disclosure process, it is possible for that nominee, once confirmed, to face
potential conflicts involving interests that were not identified or addressed in his or her financial
disclosure report or ethics agreement. This potential is the reason for the executive branch
requirements for briefings, training, ongoing disclosure, and consultations with agency ethics
officials. Executive branch officials, especially those at the highest levels, should regularly seek
the advice of their agency ethics officials in order to avoid potential conflicts of interest when
performing the important duties with which the public has entrusted them.
I hope you have found the information provided regarding the nominee financial
disclosure process helpful.
Sincerely,

Walter M. Shaub, Jr.
Director
cc: The Honorable John Barrasso
Chairman
Committee on Environment and
Public Works
United States Senate
307 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510

11
12

See 5 C.F.R. §§ 2638.304, 2638.308 (2017).
See 5 C.F.R. § 2638.104(c)(13) (2017).

CASE STUDY
The following is a sampling of a few basic types of issues that can arise for a nominee (“Filer”) who is a former
corporate executive and is coming into an agency that regulates the corporation:
Stock
Example of possible disclosure issues:
o If the company is not publicly traded, Filer may not know the value of the stock
Examples of possible conflicts issues:
o Because the agency regulates the company, Filer may have to divest this stock
o If the company is not publicly traded, divesting the stock may be difficult
Vested stock options and unvested stock options
Examples of possible disclosure issues:
o Filer doesn’t know the details of these options (i.e., how many tranches of options, the strike price(s),
expiration date(s), how to value options that are underwater)
o Filer did not indicate that some of these options were unvested until OGE inquired
Examples of possible conflicts issues:
o Because the agency regulates the company, Filer may have to divest the options
o The company requires forfeiture of unvested options upon resignation. Ethics issues may arise if the
company offers to waive the forfeiture requirement (or accelerate vesting)
Unvested restricted stock
Examples of possible disclosure issues:
o Filer forgot to report unvested restricted stock until OGE inquired about it
o Filer doesn’t know whether the company requires forfeiture of unvested shares
Example of possible conflicts issues:
o Can’t assess conflicts until more information is provided
Stock appreciation rights
Example of possible disclosure issues:
o Filer doesn’t know what these are or how they work
Example of possible conflicts issues:
o Can’t assess conflicts until more information is provided
Deferred compensation plan
Example of possible disclosure issues:
o Filer doesn’t know what this is or how it works (e.g., Filer doesn’t know whether the plan (1) provides
for a future cash payment, (2) holds assets, or (3) possibly tracks something like an index)
Examples of possible conflicts issues:
o If this is actually a plan that holds assets, the assets may pose conflicts
o Even if the deferred compensation represents only a future cash payment, conflicts may arise if the
amount is dependent on the performance of the company
1

Retirement plan containing investment funds set up by the company
Examples of possible disclosure issues:
o If the funds are not publicly available, Filer may have to disclose the specific holdings of these
investment funds (but may not have access to this information)
o Filer isn’t even sure that these are actually funds (as opposed to investment instruments that have no
holdings but, instead, track an index)
Example of possible conflicts issues:
o These funds (or index tracked investments) might present conflicts of interest
Anticipated bonus or severance payment
Example of possible disclosure issues:
o Filer doesn’t know how or when the company decides to pay a bonus or severance
Example of possible conflicts issues:
o Ethics issues may arise if this is based on the fact that Filer is going into government
The spouse holds shares of the employer’s stock in an employee retirement plan
Example of possible disclosure issues:
o Filer might not realize spouse holds this stock (e.g., held in a non-diversified stock fund)
Example of possible conflicts issues:
o Because the agency regulates the company, Filer’s spouse may have to roll retirement savings into a
different option in the company’s plan
Filer’s spouse holds stock options in an employer that the agency regulates
Example of possible disclosure issues:
o Filer doesn’t know the details of these stock options
Example of possible conflicts issues:
o These stock options may pose a conflict (but, aside from being costly, divestiture could be complicated
if the spouse anticipates additional periodic grants of stock options)
Filer’s spouse is the trustee of a trust that the spouse’s parents established for the benefit of Filer’s children,
as well as the spouse’s nieces and nephews
Example of possible disclosure issues:
o As trustee, Filer’s spouse may not want to disclose the holdings (but the trust does not qualify for an
exception to the reporting requirement)
Examples of possible conflicts issues:
o Some of the trust’s holdings may pose conflicts for Filer, but divestiture could be problematic if it
affects the other beneficiaries (i.e., nephews & nieces)
o Future acquisitions by the trust could pose conflicts of interest (and the spouse’s fiduciary
responsibility as trustee may make it difficult to commit not to acquire conflicting assets)
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INFORMAL DISCUSSION POINTS (11/21/16)
• nominee process
o financial disclosure report
 collection by WH (transition team)
 release to OGE/agency
 multiple rounds of revision and information collection, conflicts
analysis, ethics agreement (9-year average = ~40 days)

 preclearance
 review by WH (transition team)
o national security form
 initiation by WH (transition team) through OPM’s e-QIP
 processed by OPM
 FBI background investigation
 FBI report drafted & issued
 review by WH (transition team)
o public records search by WH (transition team)
o review of tax filings by WH (transition team)
1

o supplemental information collected by WH (transition team)
o Senate questionnaire collection, review, editing in consultation with agency
and WH (transition team)
o reconciling inconsistent information in different forms
o interview of nominee by WH (transition team) vetting attorney
o meeting by WH (transition team) personnel office and counsel to formulate
recommendation to President (President-elect)
o decision by President (President-elect)
o WH (transition team) communications team recommends best approach to
announcing intent to nominate
o WH (transition team) legislative team prepares nominee
o Senate typically holds some cabinet hearings before January 20
• process in detail (pages 20-21)
• received v. preclear chart (pp. 24-25)
• critical milestones (pp. 22-23)
• blind reviews (page 13)
• blind review v. OGE-only review v. risk management consultation
• working with nominees (pp. 26-27)
o nominee responsiveness is the primary driver of speed/delay
o to speed up processs:
 deliver hard copy of Nominee Ethics Guide
 communicate that it will be a lengthy process (multiple rounds) and
that prompt responses are critical
 communicate that they (and their spouses) may need to make
changes to finances
• assignee
• assignee v. detailee
• additional expertise: in-house or outside counsel

2

• transition team personnel are running an instance of Integrity (page 29)

• setting up lines of communication
• typical show stoppers for nominees (Nominee Appendix checklists)
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Nominee Public Financial Disclosure Review Checklists
OGE developed this collection of public financial disclosure checklists for incoming Presidential nominees who file public financial disclosure reports, as
well as for agency reviewers. The collection includes a general checklist applicable to all nominees and supplemental checklists that target incoming
attorneys; corporate officers, employees, and directors; university professors and deans; and investment fund managers.
OGE’s Electronic Public Financial Disclosure Filing System, Integrity
Presidential nominees in the executive branch file public financial disclosure reports through Integrity, the executive branch electronic financial disclosure
system. The online user manual for Integrity provides useful explanations of the system’s features. A user name and password is required to access both
Integrity and its user manual.
Presidential Appointee & Nominee Records
Follow this link for access to public financial disclosure reports and ethics agreements, executive branch agency Ethics Pledge waivers, and the annual
report on Executive Order 13490 (Ethics Pledge).
The theme of OGE’s 2016 National Government Ethics Summit: Presidential Transition
The National Government Ethics Summit held this spring kicked off OGE’s efforts to ensure that the more than 4,500 ethics officials throughout the
executive branch are prepared to help facilitate a smooth transition between Presidential administrations. Follow this link and the links below for more
information on OGE’s 2016 National Government Ethics Summit and other Presidential Transition readiness efforts.
 Materials from the 2016 National Government Ethics Summit on the Presidential Transition (March 8-10, 2016)
 Agenda for the full-day Symposium on Nominee Financial Disclosure in a Presidential Transition (March 7, 2016)
 Video: Replay of selected session from the 2016 National Government Ethics Summit
 OGE and Agency Ethics Officials Train for Post-Election Readiness
 Video: Transition Readiness Series
OGE Form 278 (Public Financial Disclosure Report) and OGE Form 450 (Confidential Financial Disclosure Report)
Follow this link for access to OGE’s financial disclosure forms and instructions for downloading the forms.
OGE Senior Leadership
Follow this link to learn more about OGE’s Senior Leadership.
OGE Staff Contact Information
Follow this link for an OGE staff listing and contact information.

• Partnership for Public Service – Center for Presidential Transition

o

Max Stier, President and CEO

(b) (6)

• recommendation
5

QUALIFIED BLIND & DIVERSIFIED TRUSTS (a few key points)

Applicable to qualified blind trusts only
• Trustee prepares and files the trust’s taxes, including the taxes of any businesses in
the trust (and Settlor does not receive information other than the limited
information contained in the annual statement)
• Any initial asset placed in the trust is not “blind” and continues to pose conflicts
of interest until it is sold down to a value of $1,000 or less
• After obtaining OGE’s approval of the written communication, Trustee will send
Settlor written notice that the asset has been sold down to a value of $1,000 or less
(note: this notice is publicly available)

Applicable to qualified diversified trusts only
• Only readily marketable assets can be placed in a diversified trust (i.e., cannot place
closely held businesses in the trust)
• Trustee prepares and files not only the trust’s taxes but also the Settlor’s personal
income taxes
• With respect to initial assets placed in the trust, no more than 5% can be in any
asset and no more than 20% can be in any sector
• Assets placed in the trust immediately cease to pose conflicts
• Cannot place any asset in trust that poses a significant conflict

Applicable to both:
• OGE must oversee establishment of trust from start to finish (no prior
communications with prospective trustees)
• Must use OGE’s model trust documents
• Trustee must be an institution and fully independent (cannot be a relative)
• A relative cannot be employed by the trust (i.e., in any businesses owned by the
trust)
• Trustee must provide OGE with a relationship letter describing any relationships
the trustee (including its officers, directors and principals) has with the interested
parties
• Settlor must relinquish all control of assets
• Settlor must publicly disclose all assets placed in the trust
6

• Trustee must be provided with all information regarding businesses, including
liabilities, assets and agreements
• Title must be transferred to Trustee
• Trust assets cannot be encumbered
• Liabilities, agreements, arrangements and all other entanglements with the Settlor
and all interested parties must be transferred to the trustee
• There can be no restrictions as to actions the trust can take with regard to assets or
liabilities (e.g., sale, liquidation, operation, destruction, settlement of lawsuits, etc.)
• Settlor cannot provide instructions, or even communicate specific preferences, as
to the nature of the assets to acquire, retain, etc.
• All communications from the Settlor (and Settlor’s representatives) to the trustee
must be in writing
• All communications from the Trustee to the Settlor (and Settlor’s representatives)
must be in writing
• OGE must be approve all written communications before they are transmitted
• OGE must receive another copy of the written communications after they are
transmitted
• Trustee and agents of the trustee may not communicate any information about
holdings, trades, etc.
• A quarterly statement is provided, but the only information in the statement is the
total value of the trust
• An annual statement is provided with general tax information, but it cannot
include any tax information that would reveal the nature of the assets
• When the trust is eventually dissolved (even if after the Settlor leaves government
service) the holdings of the trust must be publicly disclosed
• OGE typically receives (and fulfills) requests from the public for all trust
documents
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Washington, DC 20005-3917

Telephone: 202.482.9292
Email: walter.shaub@oge.gov

OGE Confidential Notice: This email, including all attachments, may constitute a Federal
record or other Government property that is intended only for the use of the individual or
entity to which it is addressed. This email also may contain information that is privileged,
confidential, or otherwise protected from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the transmission to the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, copying or use
of this email or its contents is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error,
please notify the sender by responding to the email and then immediately delete the email.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Walter M. Shaub
Sean Doocey; Emily Mallon
Shelley K. Finlayson
Re: time-sensitive issue
Friday, November 18, 2016 10:02:24 AM

Sorry, I meant Emory and George.
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Verizon Wireless 4G LTE network.
From: Walter M. Shaub
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2016 10:00 AM
To: Sean Doocey; Emily Mallon
Cc: Shelley K. Finlayson
Subject: Re: time-sensitive issue

Thanks, Sean. Access is all set. We can send Emory right now if you're ready for him.
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Verizon Wireless 4G LTE network.
From: Sean Doocey
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2016 9:51 AM
To: Walter M. Shaub; Emily Mallon
Cc: Shelley K. Finlayson
Subject: Re: time-sensitive issue

Thank you both. I understand the difficulty getting in touch with counsel's office.
On the plus side, we are ready to being initiating folks in Integrity.
I'm running in and out. Would it be possible to for George to coordinate a time with Emily and
we can either come to you, meet at 1717 Pennsylvania, or here at the transition hq if the access
was worked out with GSA.
Thanks, Sean
On Fri, Nov 18, 2016 at 9:15 AM, Walter M. Shaub <wmshaub@oge.gov> wrote:
Sean,
I'm just dropping another quick note to remind you that OGE is here to help. We
seem to have lost contact with the Trump-Pence transition since the election.
As we discussed prior to the election, announcing cabinet picks without taking
OGE up on the offer to take an early look at financial disclosure picks poses the
risk of embarrassment for the President-elect (and the individual candidate for
nomination) in the event that the individual walks away from the nomination after
learning what he or she will have to do with his or her financial interests. This is
true even in the case of Senators, as Senators are not subject to conflicts of
interest laws and may not fully appreciate how different life is in the executive
branch. We would genuinely like to help you prevent that undesirable outcome.

As we also previously discussed, the same offer applies to possible White House
appointees. The risk is even higher for them because OGE would not normally
receive their financial disclosure reports until after they have been in office for
weeks or even months. By that time, they run the risk of having inadvertently
violated the criminal conflicts of interest restriction at 18 USC 208. If we don't get
involved early to prevent problems, we won't be able to help them after the fact.
In addition, please remind people that, as we discussed, OGE needs to be involved
before anyone seeks to set up a blind trust. Conversations with potiential trustees
before consulting to OGE could disqualify them. Also, please be sure that people
realize that no asset placed in a blind trust is considered blind, and thus continues
to pose conflicts of interest, until the asset has been sold off and the government
official receives a letter (approved in advance by OGE) indicating that an asset
has been sold down to $1,000 or less.
I will be taking to Don McGahn as soon as I can pin him down to a time for a call,
which is proving to be difficult. However, I don't have confirmation from anyone
on the transition team or from OMB that he is serving in any official capacity. It
would help to have confirmation that he is authorized to speak for the transition.
As you know, our goal is to help you by preventing problems before they arise. I
will consider OGE successful if we get the new administration off to a great start,
wholly free of conflicts of interest.
Walt
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Verizon Wireless 4G LTE
network.
From: Walter M. Shaub
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2016 2:52 PM
To: Sean Doocey
Subject: semi time-sensitive issue

Sean,
Is there a phone number where I can call you for a quick phone call today. A
somewhat time sensitive issue has arisen.
Walt
Walter M. Shaub, Jr.
Director
U.S. Office of Government Ethics
1201 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20005-3917

Cc: Shelley K. Finlayson
Subject: checking in
Rich, Bill, Bill, Tim, and Sean,
I hope OGE has served you well in the lead up to the election, but I just wanted to check in to
make sure you have everything you need from us. If there’s anything more we can do for you,
please don’t hesitate to let me know. If your candidate prevails today, I’m looking forward to
working with you. If the outcome is different, it’s been a pleasure working with you and your
team. It’s been really great to see your folks so focused on building capacity for a smooth and
effective transition.
Walt
Walter M. Shaub, Jr.
Director
U.S. Office of Government Ethics
1201 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20005-3917
Telephone: 202.482.9292
Email: walter.shaub@oge.gov

OGE Confidential Notice: This email, including all attachments, may constitute a Federal
record or other Government property that is intended only for the use of the individual or
entity to which it is addressed. This email also may contain information that is privileged,
confidential, or otherwise protected from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the transmission to the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, copying or use
of this email or its contents is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error,
please notify the sender by responding to the email and then immediately delete the email.

OGE Confidential Notice: This email, including all attachments, may constitute a Federal
record or other Government property that is intended only for the use of the individual or
entity to which it is addressed. This email also may contain information that is privileged,

confidential, or otherwise protected from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the transmission to the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, copying or use
of this email or its contents is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error,
please notify the sender by responding to the email and then immediately delete the email.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Walter M. Shaub
(b) (6) Don McGahn email address

contact with Office of Government Ethics
Friday, November 18, 2016 5:28:36 PM

Don,
Looks like we didn’t manage to connect up this week. If you would prefer to talk over the weekend, I
. (It would help if we could schedule the call an
can be reached on my cell phone at (b) (6)
hour or more in advance, so I can try to get somewhere quiet with good reception.) Otherwise, we
can try again on Monday. I do think it is important that we talk in the near future, as I would like to
discuss ways OGE can help you and to give you some advice based on past experiences.
Thanks!
Walt

Walter M. Shaub, Jr.
Director
U.S. Office of Government Ethics
1201 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20005-3917
Telephone: 202.482.9292
Email: walter.shaub@oge.gov

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Walter M. Shaub
William J. Palatucci, Esq (b) (6)
question
Tuesday, November 15, 2016 11:20:37 AM

Hi Bill,
I’m really sorry to bother you. Recent news reports have us a little confused about who we should be
contacting. Could you let me know whether you, Rich Bagger, Bill Hagerty, Tim Petty, or Sean Doocey
are still with the transition team?
Walt

Walter M. Shaub, Jr.
Director
U.S. Office of Government Ethics
1201 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20005-3917
Telephone: 202.482.9292
Email: walter.shaub@oge.gov

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donald F McGahn
Walter M. Shaub
RE: contact with Office of Government Ethics
Saturday, November 19, 2016 8:41:18 PM

Can we come in Monday, say 10?

***This e-mail (including any attachments) may contain information that is private,
confidential, or protected by attorney-client or other privilege. If you received this e-mail in
error, please delete it from your system without copying it and notify sender by reply e-mail,
so that our records can be corrected.***

----- Message from "Walter M. Shaub" <wmshaub@oge.gov> on Sat, 19 Nov 2016 23:32:09
GMT ----From: "Walter M. Shaub" <wmshaub@oge.gov>
(b) (6) Don McGahn email address
To:
Subject: RE: contact with Office of Government Ethics

Don,

My staff and one of your associates tried several times this week to schedule a telephone call
or a meeting to discuss your work as counsel to the Presidential transition team. I still think
you would benefit from such a discussion --all the more so in light of news reports today that
additional cabinet announcements are imminent. I am not sure whether you are aware that
announcing the cabinet without first coordinating with OGE is unprecedented and creates
unnecessary risk for both the President-elect and the prospective nominees. The same is true
for prospective White House appointees. As of today, however, OGE has not been involved in
the process as to any of these individuals.

In this regard, it is important to understand that OGE is not the enforcement mechanism; OGE
is the prevention mechanism. OGE’s role in this process protects both the President-elect and
the prospective nominees. In the past, prospective nominees have quietly walked away from
nominations after learning what effect the ethics rules will have on their personal finances.
Candidates with illiquid investments, capital commitments, carried interests, leveraged
interests, contractual arrangements, trusts, unvested interests, or entanglements with
employers or businesses are particularly at risk. In addition, transition teams have quietly
walked away from well-regarded prospective nominees after reviewing the FBI’s background
investigation report and completing extensive supplemental vetting activities.

OGE stands ready to help you with the ethics part of the process, and my staff can put you in
touch with those responsible for the other parts of the process. Prior to the election, we worked
with the non-partisan Partnership for Public Service and several other agency service
providers to train members of the campaign’s transition team. The first of many formal and
informal sessions began in April and continued through October. With the reported departure
of those in leadership positions, the process we put in place has broken down. At present, we
have no reliable lines of communication with the transition team –a circumstance that is also
unprecedented. During past transitions, OGE provided extensive support through daily
communications regarding reviews, including some blind reviews, of draft financial disclosure
reports of prospective nominees prior to announcement. My recommendation would be to
follow this tradition by making no further announcements of intended cabinet nominees and
White House appointees prior to coordinating with OGE.

This transition team is under no obligation to follow the tradition, but I would be remiss if I
failed to emphasize that the tradition evolved as a result of hard lessons. Again, my goal here
is to protect the President-elect, the prospective nominees, and the executive branch ethics
program by preventing real and apparent ethics issues.

If you contact me (Blackberry number: (b) (6)
), we can set up plans for bringing you
and your team up to speed on the process and establishing reliable lines of communication.
You might also want to review OGE’s Transition Guide, the Nominee Ethics Guide, and the
Appendix to our Nominee Ethics Guide for more background. We delivered additional hard
copies to your office this week, and they are available online on OGE’s website:
https://www.oge.gov/web/oge.nsf/Resources/PRESIDENTIAL+TRANSITION.

Please let me help you accomplish the goals of the President-elect’s transition team with
regard to nominations and appointments.
Walt

Walter M. Shaub, Jr.
Director
U.S. Office of Government Ethics
1201 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20005-3917

Telephone: 202.482.9292
Email: walter.shaub@oge.gov

From: Walter M. Shaub
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2016 5:29 PM
To: (b) (6) Don McGahn email address
Subject: contact with Office of Government Ethics

Don,

Looks like we didn’t manage to connect up this week. If you would prefer to talk over the
weekend, I can be reached on my cell phone at (b) (6)
. (It would help if we could
schedule the call an hour or more in advance, so I can try to get somewhere quiet with good
reception.) Otherwise, we can try again on Monday. I do think it is important that we talk in
the near future, as I would like to discuss ways OGE can help you and to give you some
advice based on past experiences.
Thanks!
Walt

Walter M. Shaub, Jr.
Director
U.S. Office of Government Ethics
1201 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20005-3917

Telephone: 202.482.9292
Email: walter.shaub@oge.gov

OGE Confidential Notice: This email, including all attachments, may constitute a Federal
record or other Government property that is intended only for the use of the individual or
entity to which it is addressed. This email also may contain information that is privileged,
confidential, or otherwise protected from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the transmission to the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, copying or use
of this email or its contents is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error,
please notify the sender by responding to the email and then immediately delete the email.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Walter M. Shaub
(b) (6) Don McGahn email address(b) (6) Donaldson email address

report
Tuesday, November 22, 2016 6:20:24 PM
Report of the Working Group.pdf

Attached is the report I mentioned from the bipartisan Presidential working group on security
clearances.
Walt

Walter M. Shaub, Jr.
Director
U.S. Office of Government Ethics
1201 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20005-3917
Telephone: 202.482.9292
Email: walter.shaub@oge.gov

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Walter M. Shaub
(b) (6) Don McGahn email address

press inquiries
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 1:13:47 PM

We started receiving dozens of press calls as soon as the President-elect announced his plan to
divest his assets. Here’s the response our spokesperson is sending out to them:
Like everyone else, we were excited this morning to read the President-elect’s
twitter feed indicating that he wants to be free of conflicts of interest. OGE
applauds that goal, which is consistent with an opinion OGE issued in 1983.
Divestiture resolves conflicts of interest in a way that transferring control does
not. We don’t know the details of their plan, but we are willing and eager to
help them with it.
Walt

Walter M. Shaub, Jr.
Director
U.S. Office of Government Ethics
1201 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20005-3917
Telephone: 202.482.9292
Email: walter.shaub@oge.gov

From: Walter M. Shaub
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2016 10:14 AM
To: (b) (6) Don McGahn email address
Subject: Can we talk today?

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Verizon Wireless 4G LTE network.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Walter M. Shaub
(b) (6) Don McGahn email address

Can we talk today?
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 10:14:15 AM

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Verizon Wireless 4G LTE network.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sean Doocey
Walter M. Shaub; Shelley K. Finlayson
Re: checking in
Wednesday, November 09, 2016 9:03:50 AM

Thanks! Look forward to working with you as well. OGE has been fantastic to us so far.
--Sean
On Wed, Nov 9, 2016 at 9:01 AM, Walter M. Shaub <wmshaub@oge.gov> wrote:
Congratulations on the campaign’s victory. For your convenience here are our contact numbers,
so you’ll have them all in one place. We’re really looking forward to getting down to work on this
Presidential transition –which we’re going to make the best one in history!

I’ll have my blackberry with me around the clock during the transition, so that’s probably the best
number to call first. I remember getting calls at 10:00 p.m. on a Saturday night and on Christmas
during the last transition. So please don’t hesitate to call at any time. You can call any member of
OGE’s leadership team around the clock, too.

Walt Shaub
Director
Blackberry (b) (6)
Desk: 202-482-9302

Shelley Finlayson
Chief of Staff and Program Counsel
Blackberry: (b) (6)
Desk: 202-482-9314

Dave Apol
General Counsel
Blackberry (b) (6)

Desk: 202-482-9205

Deb Bortot
Chief, Presidential nominations branch
Blackberry (b) (6)
Desk: 202-482-9227

Heather Jones
Senior Counsel for Financial Disclosure
Blackberry (b) (6)
Desk: 202-482-9316

From: Palatucci, William J. [mailto:WPalatucci@gibbonslaw.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 08, 2016 10:55 AM
To: Walter M. Shaub; (b) (6) Rich Bagger Email Address(b) (6) Bill Hagerty Email Address

(b) (6) Tim Petty Email Address

(b) (6) Sean Doocey Email Address

Cc: Shelley K. Finlayson
Subject: [GRAYMAIL] Re: checking in

Thanks, Walter. I appreciate your time and guidance regardless of the outcome. Your
responsiveness has been refreshing. Bill

Disclaimer
The contents of this message, together with any attachments, may contain information that
is legally privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure. If you are not the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, printing, or copying
of this message, or any attachment, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message
in error, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail or call the Gibbons P.C. Help Desk
at 973-596-4900 (e-mail: helpdesk@gibbonslaw.com) and delete this message, along with
any attachments, from your computer.
From: Walter M. Shaub

confidential, or otherwise protected from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the transmission to the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, copying or
use of this email or its contents is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error,
please notify the sender by responding to the email and then immediately delete the email.

OGE Confidential Notice: This email, including all attachments, may constitute a Federal
record or other Government property that is intended only for the use of the individual or
entity to which it is addressed. This email also may contain information that is privileged,
confidential, or otherwise protected from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the transmission to the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, copying or
use of this email or its contents is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error,
please notify the sender by responding to the email and then immediately delete the email.

Summary of Transition Training, Materials, and Services
Provided or Offered by OGE – Table of Contents
1. GAO Response for 3.23 Letter
2. GAO Materials for 3.23 Letter

OGE’s Responses to GAO Follow-Up Questions
March 3, 2017
(GAO, Job Code 101313)

1) Of the activities and services identified below, please provide a written response indicating
a) if and when OGE made this service available to the PETT; and b) whether the PETT
participated and/or completed the identified activity. 1
OGE Identified
Services/Activities for the
PETT during the Ethics
Review Process (pulled from
the OGE Transition Guide)
OGE Briefing – send a highlevel team to OGE to receive a
briefing and to make plans for
the ethics review of nominees.

Indicate if and when OGE
made this service (as
applicable) available to the
PETT

Indicate whether the
PETT participated and/or
completed this identified
activity

Pre-election: 7/28/16 &
8/30/16; Post-election
11/21/16

Administrator – designate
PTT’s Administrator and staff
for electronic filing, and send
them to training at OGE.

Pre-election: 9/26/16 &
9/29/16; Post-election:
11/18/16

Set-Up – Work with OGE to
complete the technical set-up
of e-filing process for nominees
Recruit – Recruit a financial
disclosure expert to detail from
an agency or to hire.

Yes. Both campaigns were
ready in October 2016, prior
to the election.
OGE provided a list of
qualified ethics experts from
which it was anticipated the
post-election Transition
Team would hire or detail a
financial disclosure expert.
OGE also made available
one of its employees as a
consultative liaison following
the election.

Pre-election, both
campaigns participated,
but the Trump Transition
staff changed post-election
so another briefing was
done on 11/21/16.
Pre-election, both
campaigns participated in
training. New Trump
Transition Team members
were trained after the
election on 11/18/16.
Yes

1

Unknown. No outside
expert on the transition
team worked with OGE
during the transition.
However, OGE’s
consultative liaison
provided support following
the election. The incoming
White House ethics
counsel introduced himself
to OGE a few days before
the Inauguration.

OGE notes that items identified in this chart were originally established by OGE as milestones for providing
materials, briefings and services to the staffs of both campaigns before the election, not for the President Elect’s
Transition Team (PETT). OGE met these milestones with respect to each campaign’s staff prior to the November
2016 election. However, because most of the Trump campaign staff whom OGE trained did not remain in their roles
with the Transition Team following the election, OGE offered/provided the same materials and condensed briefings to
the new PETT members.

1

Ethics Lead – Detail or hire a
financial disclosure expert to
coordinate with OGE.

Disclosure – Require
prospective nominees for
priority positions to complete
draft financial disclosure
reports.
Nominees – Provide
prospective nominees with
OGE’s Nominee Ethics Guide.

Review – Send nominee
financial disclosure reports to
OGE and agencies for review.

OGE provided a list of
qualified ethics experts from
which it was anticipated the
post-election Transition
Team would hire or detail a
financial disclosure expert.
OGE also made available
one of its employees as a
consultative liaison after the
election.
Yes, in 10/16.

See response in the row
above.

Yes. Guides offered before
the election and the day
after the election. Additional
boxes of the Guide were
delivered on 11/18/16.

The Transition Team
expressed an intent to
distribute these materials,
but many, possibly all, of
the nominees with whom
OGE has interacted do not
appear to have received
them.
Ongoing

Yes. First financial
disclosure report received by
OGE on 12/6/16.

No

2) How does the list of services in Question 1 above compare with the types of services that
OGE made available to the transition teams in 2009 and 2001 with regards to conflicts of
interest?
a. Please provide a written response indicating whether OGE made each of these
services (listed above) available during the 2009 and 2001 presidential transitions
b. Were there other services made available to the transition teams during the 2009
and 2001 presidential transitions that are not listed above? If yes, please provide a
description of those other services.
c. If available, please provide documentation of the services OGE provided to transition
teams in 2009 and 2001.
Response: Please see OGE’s Attachment to these responses, Summary of Training,
Materials and Services Offered/Provided by OGE, Sections A and C.
2

3) During the entrance conference, we discussed that the following resources and information
are available on OGE’s website and that OGE provided some of the information as hard
copies directly to the PETT. For each resource below, please provide a written response
indicating a) how else (if applicable) the information was made available to the PETT; and b)
whether, to your knowledge, the PETT used the information and any feedback the PETT
shared on the usefulness or applicability of the information.

OGE Identified Information
for 2017 Presidential
Transition (pulled from
OGE’s website)

Indicate how else (if
applicable), this
information was made
available to the PETT (e.g.
email, training, or briefing)

OGE Guide for the
Presidential Transition Team
OGE Ethics Guide for
Nominees and Appendix
Nominee Public Financial
Disclosure Guide
Nominee Ethics Agreement
Guide

Training/briefing, hard copy
and electronic
Training/briefing, hard copy
and electronic
Training and electronic

Nominee Public Financial
Disclosure Review Checklist
Presidential Appointee &
Nominee Records Database
Ways OGE Can Help in the
Presidential Transition (onepage graphic)

Briefing, hard copy and
electronic
Briefing, hard copy and
electronic
Training/briefing, hard copy
and electronic

Listing of Positions OGE
Reviews (Excel workbook)
OGE Form 278 – Public
Financial Disclosure Report

Briefing, hard copy and
electronic
N/A – The paper OGE Form
278 has been replaced by
OGE’s electronic financial
disclosure application,
Integrity.
N/A – None of the nominees
at were required to complete
the OGE Form 450.
Training/briefing, hard copy
and electronic (email and
max site)

OGE Form 450 – Confidential
Financial Disclosure Report
Integrity Materials

Briefing, hard copy and
electronic

3

Indicate whether, to your
knowledge, the PETT
used this information and
what, if any, feedback the
PETT shared on the
usefulness/applicability
Yes
Yes
Yes
OGE distributed these in
electronic form on its
website and delivered hard
copies to PETT. It is
unclear whether PETT
delivered the hard copies to
nominees.
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
N/A

N/A

Yes

4) In addition to the information listed above, and as discussed during the entrance
conference, we know that OGE provides other information, including: Integrity training
materials, online links to training videos from the National Government Ethics Summit, and
information relevant information via the Director’s Blog and OGE’s Twitter account. Is there
any other information that OGE has provided directly to the PETT with regards to conflicts of
interest?
Response: Please see OGE’s Attachment to these responses, Summary of Training,
Materials and Services Offered/Provided by OGE, Sections A and C.

5) How does the information listed in Question 3 compare with the types of information OGE
made available to the transition teams during the 2009 and 2001 presidential transitions with
regards to conflicts of interest?
a. Please provide a written response indicating whether OGE made the information
(listed in questions 3 and 4) available during the 2009 and 2001 presidential
transitions.
b. Was there other information made available to the transition teams during the 2009
and 2001 presidential transitions that is not listed above? If yes, please provide a
description of the information that was made available.
c. If available, please provide documentation of the information OGE provided to
transition teams in 2009 and 2001.
Response: Please see OGE’s Attachment to these responses, Summary of Training,
Materials and Services Offered/Provided by OGE, Sections A and C.
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ATTACHMENT TO OGE’S RESPONSES TO
GAO’s FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS
I.

Summary of the Approach to Preparing for and Carrying Out OGE’s Unique Role
In Recent Presidential Transitions

While each Presidential transition brings unique challenges, there are common elements
to OGE’s general preparation. For example, in advance of a transition year, OGE normally stepsup its training program, both internally for staff and externally for ethics officials across the
executive branch. OGE also typically focuses on reviewing and updating written guidance, as
necessary, and providing hard copies of relevant ethics materials to stakeholders. Increasingly,
OGE has made it a priority to make its guidance and reference materials available on its website.
The goal of OGE’s efforts is always to ensure the executive branch ethics program is prepared to
take on the daunting task of ensuring a smooth transition of power. These kinds of activities were
undertaken in advance of the 2000/2001 transition. 1
Leading up to the 2008/2009 transition, from 2007 to 2008, OGE focused on regularizing
the financial disclosure review process. To this end, OGE provided targeted training and created
innovative tools, such as an Ethics Agreement Guide, to make the approach to the financial
disclosure review and the 2009 transition, from 2007 to2008, OGE focused on regularizing the
financial disclosure review process. To this end, OGE provided targeted training and created
innovative tools, such as an Ethics Agreement Guide, to make the approach to the financial
disclosure review and the preparation of documents generated as a result of the financial
disclosure review process more consistent across the executive branch. OGE was also successful
in opening a highly effective line of communication with the incoming administration, allowing
OGE to complete its reviews of financial disclosure reports and develop ethics agreements prior
to announcement of nominees and efficient processing overall. Also, for the first time, OGE
created a publication specifically for the PAS nominees themselves, which offered a
comprehensive overview of financial disclosure in the nominee process.
OGE’s efforts to prepare for the 2016/2017 transition began more than 18 months in
advance, in line with government-wide efforts to improve and institutionalize transition-related
best practices. In addition to its usual focus on in-depth training, OGE also focused on
communicating with other stakeholders the importance of financial disclosure in the nomination
process for Presidentially appointed, senate confirmed positions. OGE reviewed and
substantially revised its resource materials on financial disclosure and preparation of ethics
agreements, among other topics, and added a detailed, on-line user guide for Integrity, OGE’s
electronic financial disclosure system, which is being used for the first time during a Presidential
transition. OGE also published two helpful and innovative guides, one aimed at nominees
themselves and one at the President’s Transition Team, to explain the financial disclosure review
process. Based on these concerted efforts, OGE was extraordinarily well-prepared for the most
recent transition, even beyond its level of preparation for the 2008/2009 transition. Initially,
however, establishing lines of communication with the transition team were more challenging
1

OGE is unable to provide comprehensive responses with regard to the 2000/2001 transition due to the length of
time that has passed.

1

than in past transitions, partly due to replacement of most of our contacts on the transition team
immediately after the election. As of this date, however, OGE has successfully established clear
lines of communication with the White House Counsel’s office. The announcement of nominees
prior to initiating the ethics review process in most cases has added an unexpected challenge, but
OGE has been successful in establishing effective ethics agreement to resolve conflicts of
interest and, in most cases, has been able to complete its ethics reviews of complex financial
disclosure reports faster than OGE reviewed similarly complex financial disclosure reports in the
past.

II.

Summary of Transition Training, Materials, and Services Provided or Offered by
OGE (organized by transition years)
A. Campaigns/Transition Teams
1. Training
2000/2001 Transition:
•

OGE provided technical assistance requested by the Bush campaign on filing
forms/financial disclosure.

2008/2009 Transition:
•

OGE delivered a detailed presentation and provided a roughly 30-page
pamphlet for transition teams and President-elect representatives, steering
them to resources and highlighting the following: the executive branch ethics
program; the PAS nominee financial disclosure process; transition team codes
of conduct; ethical obligations of transition team members; and potential traps
for the unwary as incoming officials go through the confirmation process and
begin their positions in the new Administration.

•

In September 2008, OGE met with both Presidential campaigns to offer
briefings on OGE's role and responsibilities in a transition, the PAS nominee
financial disclosure process, and other transition-related ethics issues.

2016/2017 Transition:
•

In June 2016, OGE met with representatives from the Presidential campaigns
at a full-day event hosted by the Partnership for Public Services.

•

July 2016, OGE had separate discussions with a representative from each of
the two Presidential campaigns tasked with preparing for transition team
activities. OGE discussed the support that OGE can provide each campaign
and transition team as well as the need for an in-depth meeting about the
nominations process and training to use Integrity in August and September.
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•
•

•

In August 2016, OGE met with representatives from the Presidential
campaigns at another full-day event hosted by the Partnership for Public
Services.
In August and September 2016, OGE met with representatives of the major
campaigns at OGE to discuss coordination in connection with the nominee
process and gave a multi-hour presentation on the nominee financial
disclosure process.
In September 2016, OGE held orientation sessions for each major campaign
on Integrity, OGE’s electronic financial disclosure filing system. OGE set up
each campaign as a separate “White House” agency and trained members of
each campaign to serve as administrators of the campaign’s Integrity account.

2. Written Resources
2000/2001 Transition:
•

OGE prepared “Tips for the Transition” briefing materials covering the
nomination and confirmation process, certificates of divestiture (CDs),
waivers, and trusts, and the criminal conflict of interest statutes as well as
post-employment issues.

•

OGE compiled and provided to both campaigns binders of photocopied
resource materials, consisting of transition and ethics-related laws, regulations
and OGE opinions (opinions now available on OGE’s website).

2008/2009 Transition:
•

OGE developed and provided a 30-page pamphlet for transition teams and the
President-elect’s representatives steering them to resources and highlighting
key information about the following: the executive branch ethics program; the
PAS nominee financial disclosure process; transition team codes of conduct;
ethical obligations of transition team members; and potential traps for the
unwary as incoming officials go through the confirmation process and begin
their positions in the new Administration.

2016/2017 Transition:
•

OGE developed and published a separate, user-friendly Transition Team
Guide, introducing transition team members to the nomination process, and
providing guidance on administering an account in the electronic financial
disclosure filing system. The guide also provides practical tips and advice
based on OGE’s experience in past Presidential transitions, and includes
extensive pertinent resource materials.
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•

OGE developed and published a user-friendly Nominee Ethics Guide for
Presidential nominees, introducing nominees to the ethics component of the
nomination process, and providing instructions for financial disclosure, using
Integrity, OGE’s electronic financial disclosure filing system, and practical
filing tips. The guide also includes a lengthy appendix with checklists, and
other resource materials for nominees in an easy to understand format.

•

In November 2016, OGE provided the Presidential Transition Team (PTT)
with a large supply of the Nominee Ethics Guide to be given to potential
nominees as they begin the nominations process. OGE also provided PTT
with additional copies of the Transition Team Guide. Both publications are
also available for downloading on OGE’s website.

•

OGE developed and provided a one-page graphic on Ways OGE Can Help in
the Presidential Transition.

•

OGE developed and provided a Financial Disclosure Review Checklist.

•

OGE updated its popular Ethics Agreement Guide and made it available on
the OGE website.

•

OGE provided a one-page guide explaining the application process for
certificates of divestiture (CD).

•

OGE provided various video tutorials for using Integrity with access through
OGE’s YouTube channel.

•

For the first time, OGE compiled an extensive sortable Excel workbook of
PAS positions with terms to assist campaigns/Transition Teams. This tool is
of great value for planning and prioritizing nominations to such positions.

3. Services
2000/2001 Transition:
•

OGE signed an MOU with the White House identifying agency ethics
contacts.

•

OGE assisted in resolving the President’s conflicts of interest, including the
establishment of a qualified diversified trust (a type of blind trust) under the
Ethics in Government Act.

2008/2009 Transition:
•

OGE signed an MOU with the White House identifying agency ethics
contacts.
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•

OGE assisted in resolving the President’s conflicts of interest.

•

OGE assisted the Transition Team in the development of the ethics pledge
announced in Executive Order 13490.

•

OGE consulted with Transition Team officials with regard the resolution of
conflict of interest issues prior to entering government by several senior White
House appointees.

•

OGE provided the White House with a detailee.

2016/2017 Transition:
•

OGE offered to assist in resolving the President’s conflicts of interest, to assist
in the development of the ethics pledge later announced in Executive Order
13770, and to provide training on the review of financial disclosure reports.
These offers were declined.

•

OGE provided an expert assignee to provide nominee financial disclosure
support the Transition Team.

•

OGE consulted with representatives of a senior White House appointee
regarding the resolution of conflict of interest issues prior to entering
government.

•

OGE provided a detailee to the White House.

•

OGE provided an extensive list of names of government ethics experts for
consideration by the campaigns/Transition Teams as potential detailees or
hires.

•

In September 2016, OGE held in depth orientation and training sessions for
each major campaign on Integrity. OGE set up each campaign as a separate
“White House” agency and trained members of each campaign to serve as
administrators of the campaign’s Integrity account.

•

OGE provided support to the campaigns and the Transition Team about
Integrity, as well as Helpdesk support. OGE also conducted multiple tailored
user orientations.

•

Post-election, OGE offered recommendations on Presidential conflicts of
interest (offer not accepted).
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•

OGE offered, both to the campaigns and to the Transition Team post-election,
support on the then existing and potential drafting of a new Ethics Pledge
(offer not accepted).

•

OGE offered ethics training to the White House Counsel’s office (offer not
accepted).

•

OGE recommended that the new administration consult/complete the ethics
review process of potential nominees prior to making public appointment
announcements (offer not accepted).

4. Financial Disclosure Forms/Filing Systems
2000/2001 Transition:
•

OGE updated the Form 278 in 2000 and provided blank copies of the most
recent version.

•

OGE reviewed and certified candidate financial disclosure reports.

2008/2009 Transition:
•

OGE provided blank/fillable copies of the OGE Form 278 on its website in
Portable Document Format.

•

OGE reviewed and certified candidate financial disclosure reports submitted
in Portable Document Format.

•

OGE reviewed and certified nominee financial disclosure reports submitted in
Portable Document Format.

2016/2017 Transition:
•

OGE provided blank/fillable copies of the OGE Form 278 on its website in
Portable Document Format and in Excel.

•

OGE reviewed and certified candidate financial disclosure reports submitted
in Portable Document Format or in Excel.

•

OGE made available to campaigns, the Transition Team and new
administration elected officials an electronic financial disclosure filing system
with sophisticated nominee functionality designed to improve accuracy of
filing, facilitate conflicts of interest analysis and increase efficiency through
electronic routing, review, signature and certification. Nominee functionality
was used for the first time by the Obama administration, beginning in
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December 2015. OGE issued a revised paper OGE Form 278 format called the
OGE Form 278e to match the electronic 278e format rendered by Integrity.
•

In September 2016, OGE held orientation sessions for each major campaign
on Integrity. OGE set up each campaign as a separate “White House” agency
and trained members of each campaign to serve as administrators of the
campaign’s Integrity account.

•

In November 2016, OGE was prepared for the Transition Team to start
sending nominee financial disclosure reports to OGE through Integrity.

•

OGE reviewed and certified nominee financial disclosure reports submitted
through OGE’s electronic filing system, Integrity.

B. Ethics Officials and OGE Staff
1. Training
2000/2001 Transition:
•

OGE held an ethics conference in 2000, which included a number of sessions
on transition-related issues and processing nominee reports.

2008/2009 Transition:
•

Throughout 2007-2009, OGE fully staffed and trained its internal pool of
public financial disclosure report reviewers and increased the size and
capacity of this pool to handle the increased volume of PAS reports during the
transition.

•

OGE communicated to other executive branch agency ethics officials the
importance of filling ethics office positions and making sure their staffs are
adequately trained.

•

In February 2008, OGE presented a one-day training event in Washington,
DC, for over 300 experienced ethics officials from more than 70 departments
and agencies on financial disclosure issues related to PAS nominees.

•

In September 2008, OGE featured “Transition” as the theme of its 16th
National Government Ethics Conference, with three of the seven thematic
tracks for the conference focused specifically on transition issues.

•

In November and December of 2008, OGE conducted training on its newly
published comprehensive post-Federal employment ethics regulations.
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2016/2017 Transition:
•

Beginning in 2015, OGE launched a formal training program for 43 of its own
employees, with the objectives of increasing the number of OGE employees
capable of reviewing complex nominee financial disclosure reports and
increasing the skills of OGE employees who are already capable of reviewing
such reports. Employees were specifically assigned to complete lists of
designated activities that included: formal classroom training, specific
assignments, twice monthly meetings and special issue meetings, and
independent practical exercises that simulated the review of complex nominee
reports and the drafting of ethics agreements. Some employees were assigned
to activities that increased their expertise in the use of OGE’s electronic
financial disclosure system, Integrity. Finally, some employees were assigned
to review actual nominee and annual financial disclosure reports under the
supervision of assigned mentors. Some experienced employees were assigned
to research and present on unfamiliar subjects related to financial disclosure in
order to increase their knowledge base.

•

Throughout 2015 and 2016, OGE communicated to other executive branch
agency ethics officials the importance of filling positions in the ethics office
and making sure their staffs are adequately trained.

•

In March 2016, OGE presented its second National Government Ethics
Summit. This entire event focused on ethics issues related to the Presidential
transition, and included sessions lead by ethics luminaries on the topic of
transition planning. OGE live-streamed many of the sessions on the internet,
and recorded sessions so they would remain available on OGE’s YouTube
channel.

•

Also in March 2016, OGE presented a full-day symposium on financial
disclosure. The symposium consisted of two tracks, one each for beginner
financial disclosure reviewers and advanced financial disclosure reviewers.
Over 200 ethics officials attended the beginner training, and 120 ethics
officials attended the advanced training.

•

Throughout 2016 OGE began presenting (and continues to present) webaccessible training for agency ethics officials focusing on financial disclosure
and the transition, including a Transition Readiness Series of courses and
workshops. Series topics cover a range of issues that will help ethics officials
to be prepared and successfully deliver on their role in the transition. These
training efforts are designed to ensure that OGE staff and agency ethics
officials are able to:
o
o

review the public financial disclosure reports of incoming nominees;
advise incoming employees about ethics requirements;
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o
o
o

counsel outgoing employees on issues related to seeking and
negotiating for employment outside of government;
educate new agency leadership on their role in supporting a strong
ethical culture; and
implement strategies to manage the increased workload in the postelection period.

2. Written Resources
2000/2001 Transition:
•

OGE included guidance and information in preparation for the transition for
ethics officials in its publication Government Ethics Newsgram.

•

OGE issued updated ethics guidance on topics such as post-employment,
diversified mutual funds and model ethics agreements.

•

OGE redesigned and updated its website to make ethics resources more
readily available.

2008/2009 Transition:
•

OGE issued written guidance on key transition-related ethics issues to
supplement its “Financial Disclosure: A Reviewer’s Reference” manual.
Topics covered included complex financial instruments, hedge funds, seeking
employment, regulations governing book deals, ethics agreements, and postemployment restrictions.

•

OGE published a comprehensive post-Federal employment ethics regulations
and conducted training on these regulations.

•

OGE issued the first-ever comprehensive Ethics Agreement Guide, which
provided model language for use in addressing specific factual situations and
holdings in the preparation of ethics agreements. This Guide brought muchneeded consistency in the preparation of this key ethics document executive
branch-wide.

•

In connection with the February 2008 intensive training session, OGE
distributed a bound volume containing over 250 pages of instructional
material, which included the new financial disclosure guidance, the new
Ethics Agreement Guide, and contact information designed to prepare
executive branch ethics officials for the upcoming transition.
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2016/2017 Transition:
•

OGE published a comprehensive, updated financial disclosure guide, which
replaced the paper manual previously in use. The new guide incorporates past
issuances, describes existing practices, covers new subjects, clarifies
positions, and explains a number of policy changes designed to streamline the
financial disclosure review process without compromising the quality of
reviews. This new guide is presented as an electronic module that is easier to
navigate that the previous Portable Document Format.

•

OGE issued updated written guidance on inaugural events and postemployment.

•

OGE issued a one-page graphic on Ways OGE Can Help in the Presidential
Transition.

•

OGE issued a Financial Disclosure Review Checklist.

•

OGE updated its popular Ethics Agreement Guide and made it available on
the OGE website. OGE also distributed the guide during the
National Government Ethics Summit in March 2016.

•

OGE issued a new pamphlet on blind trusts.

•

OGE provided a one-page guide explaining the application process for
certificates of divestiture (CDs).

•

OGE developed and provided a one-page graphic on Ways OGE Can Help in
the Presidential Transition.

•

OGE developed and provided a Financial Disclosure Review Checklist.

•

OGE provided various video tutorials for using Integrity, accessible through
OGE’s YouTube channel and the Integrity page on Max.gov, aimed at filers,
and agency reviewers and administrators. OGE also issued a comprehensive
Integrity user guide, available on the OGE website.

3. Services
2000/2001 Transition:
•

OGE redesigned and updated its website to make ethics advice and resources
more available.
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2008/2009 Transition:
•

In 2008, OGE redesigned and updated its website to make ethics advice and
resources more available.

•

In 2008, OGE submitted to the 110th Congress draft legislation amending the
Ethics in Government Act to streamline and simplify the public financial
disclosure requirements applicable to senior officials in all three branches of
government.

•

OGE launched an initiative of conducting focused reviews at select agencies
to evaluate their processes and procedures for collecting, reviewing, and
certifying financial disclosure reports, including those reports filed by PAS
officials.

•

OGE continued outreach efforts to meet regularly with agency leadership to
promote the importance of the executive branch ethics program and to help
ensure personal commitment to the program by agency leadership, as well as
to define and allocate sufficient agency resources for the program.

2016/2017 Transition:
•

In fiscal years 2015 and 2016, OGE focused on staffing up for the Presidential
transition. OGE used its limited resources to concentrate on filling vacancies
with cross-functional responsibilities for both nominee financial disclosure
and other mission critical functions. OGE increased the size of its nominee
team and its electronic financial disclosure team, and staffed-up its Integrity
Help Desk.

•

From 2013 through 2016, OGE significantly expanded its training program
for agency ethics officials. In 2015 and 2016, OGE received a record-breaking
number of registrations for its training, exceeding 7,000 registrations in each
year compared to 1,200 registrations in 2012.

•

Through 2015 and 2016, OGE conducted internal “Issue Forum” sessions and
“Nominee Team” meetings to expand the expertise of its own staff.

4. Financial Disclosure Forms/Filing Systems
2000/2001 Transition:
•

In December 2000, OGE issued a DAEOgram on nominee financial
disclosure processing.

•

In March 2000, OGE announced a revised Form 278 and made it available on
its website.
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2008/2009 Transition:
•

OGE provided blank/fillable copies of the OGE Form 278 on its website.

2016/2017 Transition:
•

OGE launched its electronic financial disclosure filing system, Integrity, on
January 1, 2015, and launched nominee functionality in November 2015. By
January 2016, all executive branch agencies were required to begin using the
system unless eligible for an exemption by OGE.

•

In March 2015, OGE issued guidance on Integrity that includes an
introduction to the new OGE Form 278e, with a crosswalk guide comparing it
to the prior version of the 278.

C. Other Stakeholders
1. Collaboration
2000/2001 Transition:
•

OGE held an ethics conference in September 2000, which included outside
speakers.

•

OGE redesigned and updated its website in 2001, to make ethics information
and resources more available.

2008/2009 Transition:
•

OGE redesigned and updated its website to make ethics advice and resources
more available.

•

OGE met with the OMB Deputy Director for Management to identify ways to
expedite and improve the transition process. In addition, OGE has met with
key personnel who will be involved in transition activities at the Department
of State, the Department of Defense, and the Department of Homeland
Security.

•

In 2011/2012, in anticipation of the 2012 transition, OGE updated it website
to include an on-line system enabling requestors to obtain access to the public
financial disclosure reports of officials whose reports are processed at OGE.
For the first time, requestors are able to complete the access form (OGE Form
201) on-line and upon submission, get nearly immediate access to reports.
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2016/2017 Transition:
•

Beginning in August 2015 through 2016, OGE leadership (the Director, the
Chief of Staff, and one Branch Chief) actively participated in the council of
Presidential Transition Service Providers convened by the Partnership for
Public Service. These meetings facilitated coordination between OGE, GSA,
OPM, DOJ, and NARA in preparation for the Presidential transition.

•

OGE conducted briefings for more than a dozen Senate committees on the
new OGE Form 278e report format and the use of Integrity by nominees.
These briefings were intended to facilitate the transition to the new form and
the Senate’s acceptance of reports filed electronically through Integrity.

•

OGE provided extensive technical assistance to BENS on the report to
improve the PAS confirmation process.

•

OGE provided hours of in-depth briefings and meetings regarding the
transition to stakeholders, including for Congressional staff and NGOs.

•

OGE participated as an active statutory member of the Agency Transition
Director’s Council created by Presidential Transitions Improvement Act of
2015, attending monthly meetings.

•

OGE participated in monthly executive branch transition service provider
meetings held by OMB and GSA.

•

OGE presented/participated in monthly small agency transition meetings.

•

OGE contributed substantive content to congressional reports on transition
preparation.

•

OGE contributed to the General Services Administration Presidential
Transition website and coordinated extensively with GSA regarding support
to campaigns and the Transition Team.

•

OGE participated in the Working Group on Streamlining Paperwork for
Executive Nominations, and reviewed/commented on and provided pages of
substantive comment to reports issued to the President and Congress by the
Working Group in November 2012 and May 2012.

2. Training
2000/2001 Transition:
•

OGE held an ethics conference in 2000, which included outside speakers.
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•

In the fall 0f 2000, OGE included guidance and information to ethics officials
in its publication Government Ethics Newsgram, which was available to the
public on OGE’s website.

2008/2009 Transition:
•

OGE conducted training for several hundred senior White House staff on
post-Government employment.

2016/2017 Transition:
•

OGE presented training on post-employment restrictions for outgoing White
House officials.

•

OGE served as a point of contact for former White House officials seeking
guidance on post-employment restrictions applicable to them.

•

OGE invited stakeholders to attend its National Government Ethics Summit
training event in March 2016, which focused on the Presidential Transition
and included panels with ethics luminaries and others presenting on transitionrelated topics. Selected sessions were live-streamed and then posted on OGE’s
YouTube channel to allow greater access.

3. Written Resources
2000/2001 Transition:
•

OGE updated and redesigned its website in 2001 to provide greater access to
ethics information and materials of interest to the general public.

2008/2009 Transition:
•

OGE updated and redesigned its website in 2008 to provide greater access to
ethics information and materials of interest to the general public.

•

OGE issued a new sample format for expediting requests for certificates of
divestiture, which are commonly requested when appointees must sell assets
to avoid potential conflicts of interest.

•

OGE published comprehensive post-Federal employment ethics regulations
and conducted training on those regulations.

•

OGE met with the OMB Deputy Director for Management to identify ways
to expedite and improve the transition process. In addition, OGE met with
key personnel involved in transition activities at the Department of State, the
Department of Defense, and the Department of Homeland Security.
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•

OGE issued guidance on the heightened scrutiny of PAS nominee reports and
the need for agency ethics officials to seek additional information, rather than
relying on standard review assumptions, when reviewing these reports.

2016/2017 Transition:
•

OGE posted its new Transition Team Guide and its new Nominee Ethics
Guide on its website.

•

OGE contributed to a Presidential transition guide published by the
Partnership for Public Service.

•

OGE posted training materials from the National Government Ethics Summit,
which took place in March 2016 and focused on the Presidential Transition,
on its website.

•

In 2016/2017, OGE increased its use of social media to foster greater
understanding of OGE’s role in the Presidential Transition.

•

OGE created a Transition Page on its website, which includes downloadable
versions of many of its transition-related publications (e.g., Nominee Ethics
Guide and Transition Team Guide). Other updated financial disclosure
guidance (e.g., updated Nominee Public Financial Review Checklist) is also
accessible on the OGE website and is available to stakeholders and the general
public.
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https://www.oge.gov/web/oge.nsf/Resources/PRESIDENTIAL+TRANSITION
Frequently Requested Documents including communications between OGE and the
White House.
https://www.oge.gov/Web/OGE.nsf/Freedom%20of%20Information%20Act%20(FOIA)/B
9B880B7B93AF8EF85257EF5006DAAB6?opendocument
OGE provided the following information to the General Accountability Office on March 3,
2017 in response to GAO Job Code 10131.
Ethics Training or Guidance
3) During the entrance conference, we discussed that the following resources and information
are available on OGE’s website and that OGE provided some of the information as hard copies
directly to the PETT. For each resource below, please provide a written response indicating a)
how else (if applicable) the information was made available to the PETT; and b) whether, to
your knowledge, the PETT used the information and any feedback the PETT shared on the
usefulness or applicability of the information.
OGE Identified Information
for 2017 Presidential
Transition (pulled from
OGE’s website)

Indicate how else (if
applicable), this
information was made
available to the PETT (e.g.
email, training, or briefing)

OGE Guide for the
Presidential Transition
Team
OGE Ethics Guide for
Nominees and Appendix
Nominee Public Financial
Disclosure Guide
Nominee Ethics Agreement
Guide

Training/briefing, hard copy
and electronic

Nominee Public Financial
Disclosure Review Checklist
Presidential Appointee &
Nominee Records Database
Ways OGE Can Help in the
Presidential Transition (onepage graphic)
Listing of Positions OGE
Reviews (Excel workbook)

Briefing, hard copy and
electronic
Briefing, hard copy and
electronic
Training/briefing, hard copy
and electronic

Indicate whether, to your
knowledge, the PETT used
this information and what,
if any, feedback the PETT
shared on the
usefulness/applicability
Yes

Training/briefing, hard copy
and electronic
Training and electronic

Yes

Briefing, hard copy and
electronic

OGE distributed these in
electronic form on its
website and delivered hard
copies to PETT. It is unclear
whether PETT delivered the
hard copies to nominees.
Yes

Briefing, hard copy and
electronic

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

OGE Form 278 – Public
Financial Disclosure Report

OGE Form 450 –
Confidential Financial
Disclosure Report
Integrity Materials

N/A – The paper OGE Form
278 has been replaced by
OGE’s electronic financial
disclosure application,
Integrity.
N/A – None of the nominees
at were required to complete
the OGE Form 450.
Training/briefing, hard copy
and electronic (email and
max site)

N/A

N/A

Yes

Summary of Transition Training, Materials, and Services Provided or Offered by OGE
to Campaigns/Transition Teams
Training
• In June 2016, OGE met with representatives from the Presidential campaigns at a full-day event
hosted by the Partnership for Public Services.
• July 2016, OGE had separate discussions with a representative from each of the two Presidential
campaigns tasked with preparing for transition team activities. OGE discussed the support that OGE
can provide each campaign and transition team as well as the need for an in-depth meeting about the
nominations process and training to use Integrity in August and September.
• In August 2016, OGE met with representatives from the Presidential campaigns at another full-day
event hosted by the Partnership for Public Services.
• In August and September 2016, OGE met with representatives of the major campaigns at OGE to
discuss coordination in connection with the nominee process and gave a multi-hour presentation on
the nominee financial disclosure process.
• In September 2016, OGE held orientation sessions for each major campaign on Integrity, OGE’s
electronic financial disclosure filing system. OGE set up each campaign as a separate “White House”
agency and trained members of each campaign to serve as administrators of the campaign’s Integrity
account.
Written Resources
• OGE developed and published a separate, user-friendly Transition Team Guide, introducing
transition team members to the nomination process, and providing guidance on administering an
account in the electronic financial disclosure filing system. The guide also provides practical tips and
advice based on OGE’s experience in past Presidential transitions, and includes extensive pertinent
resource materials.

• OGE developed and published a user-friendly Nominee Ethics Guide for Presidential nominees,
introducing nominees to the ethics component of the nomination process, and providing instructions
for financial disclosure, using Integrity, OGE’s electronic financial disclosure filing system, and
practical filing tips. The guide also includes a lengthy appendix with checklists, and other resource
materials for nominees in an easy to understand format.
• In November 2016, OGE provided the Presidential Transition Team (PTT) with a large supply of
the Nominee Ethics Guide to be given to potential nominees as they begin the nominations process.
OGE also provided PTT with additional copies of the Transition Team Guide. Both publications are
also available for downloading on OGE’s website.
• OGE developed and provided a one-page graphic on Ways OGE Can Help in the Presidential
Transition.
• OGE developed and provided a Financial Disclosure Review Checklist.
• OGE updated its popular Ethics Agreement Guide and made it available on the OGE website.
• OGE provided a one-page guide explaining the application process for certificates of divestiture
(CD).
•OGE provided various video tutorials for using Integrity with access through OGE’s YouTube
channel.
• For the first time, OGE compiled an extensive sortable Excel workbook of PAS positions with
terms to assist campaigns/Transition Teams. This tool is of great value for planning and prioritizing
nominations to such positions.
Services
• OGE offered to assist in resolving the President’s conflicts of interest, to assist in the development
of the ethics pledge later announced in Executive Order 13770, and to provide training on the review
of financial disclosure reports. These offers were declined.
• OGE provided an expert assignee to provide nominee financial disclosure support the Transition
Team.
• OGE consulted with representatives of a senior White House appointee regarding the resolution of
conflict of interest issues prior to entering government.
• OGE provided a detailee to the White House.
• OGE provided an extensive list of names of government ethics experts for consideration by the
campaigns/Transition Teams as potential detailees or hires.
•In September 2016, OGE held in depth orientation and training sessions for each major campaign on
Integrity. OGE set up each campaign as a separate “White House” agency and trained members of
each campaign to serve as administrators of the campaign’s Integrity account.

• OGE provided support to the campaigns and the Transition Team about Integrity, as well as
Helpdesk support. OGE also conducted multiple tailored user orientations.
• Post-election, OGE offered recommendations on Presidential conflicts of interest (offer not
accepted).
•OGE offered, both to the campaigns and to the Transition Team post-election, support on the then
existing and potential drafting of a new Ethics Pledge (offer not accepted).
• OGE offered ethics training to the White House Counsel’s office (offer not accepted).
• OGE recommended that the new administration consult/complete the ethics review process of
potential nominees prior to making public appointment announcements (offer not accepted).

Financial Disclosure Forms/Filing Systems
• OGE provided blank/fillable copies of the OGE Form 278 on its website in Portable Document
Format and in Excel.
• OGE reviewed and certified candidate financial disclosure reports submitted in Portable Document
Format or in Excel.
• OGE made available to campaigns, the Transition Team and new administration elected officials an
electronic financial disclosure filing system with sophisticated nominee functionality designed to
improve accuracy of filing, facilitate conflicts of interest analysis and increase efficiency through
electronic routing, review, signature and certification. Nominee functionality was used for the first
time by the Obama administration, beginning in December 2015. OGE issued a revised paper OGE
Form 278 format called the OGE Form 278e to match the electronic 278e format rendered by
Integrity.
• In September 2016, OGE held orientation sessions for each major campaign on Integrity. OGE set
up each campaign as a separate “White House” agency and trained members of each campaign to
serve as administrators of the campaign’s Integrity account.
• In November 2016, OGE was prepared for the Transition Team to start sending nominee financial
disclosure reports to OGE through Integrity.
• OGE reviewed and certified nominee financial disclosure reports submitted through OGE’s
electronic filing system, Integrity.
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